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0 comments for games-need for speed-rivals-pc-winrar-password That seems to be our case. All files that have names with brackets are files with passwords and not files to download. If you're
willing to provide your e-mail address I'll send you password for the rar file.Q: Using raw_input() to name filenames I am trying to make a Python script that will allow users to upload an image,
then do some processing to it. I had all but the most minor issues worked out, but now I'm having an issue with raw_input(). The code looks like this: import cv2 import numpy as np import os
saved_path = os.getcwd() name_file = raw_input('Enter the file name:') for name in os.listdir(saved_path): if name.lower().endswith(".jpg"): name_file = name break raw_input(' Press Enter to

end.') cv2.namedWindow('test') cv2.resizeWindow('test', 800, 600) I can't get the program to accept the input of the name for the file. I've tried putting it in quotes, I've tried
raw_input(name_file), and I've even tried print(raw_input(name_file)), but in all cases it asks for a value. How do I get this working? A: Using Python 3.x, you can make sure that you don't run
into the string basestring issue by using raw_input with a bytestring object: name_file = raw_input('Enter the file name:') However, if you are on Python 2.x, the raw_input function has been

removed. You can instead use the getpass module, which requires that it is installed. getpass.getpass('Enter the file name:') But what that does is just return the string you typed, so you'll need
to remove that so that you can process the string. In my example, I use a CSV file to read in the filename. import csv import cv2 import numpy as np import os 6d1f23a050
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